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bungalowtradingco.com.au

@bungalowtradingco

S T O R E  P R O F I L E

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O’BRIEN   
STYLING ANNA CHISHOLM  /  WORDS PIP MILLER

B U N G A L O W
T R A D I N G  C O .
Anna Chisholm’s childhood dream of owning 
a shoe shop is not so far from reality when 
her job as a footwear merchandiser segued 
into opening a flourishing retail haven for 
fashion and home.

STORE PROFILE

As one of Melbourne’s homewares meccas, 
Bungalow Trading Co (named after Anna’s 
renovated Californian bungalow) opened in May 
2013. It was during her years at home raising two 
young sons that Anna discovered her passion was 
not just for shoes, but interiors as well, with hours 
spent ‘fluffing’ and styling her own nest.

“I frequented many of the small, unique and well 
curated homewares businesses around Melbourne 
– shops like Hut 13, Turner & Lane, Fenton & Fenton 
and Crate Expectations. There was nothing like 
these shops in my local area so I saw an opportunity 
and made my shop-owning dreams a reality – 
opening up next to a new, busy café.”

Bungalow was embraced by the community from 
the start and the business flourished and has evolved 
most recently with a fresh new look thanks to the 
help of Industria X furniture. Added to this, there is a 
new website and plans to launch online this year.

According to Anna, Bungalow’s core business is 
homewares (art, soft furnishings, decorative pieces, 
lighting) and a lovingly curated range of fashion, 
jewellery and accessories for women with some 
décor and toys for children. 

Anna says that while she is drawn to the creative 
pursuit of styling her home, her professional 
background in business, finance and retail takes 

charge which is fortunate in that it allows her to 
look after all the bookwork while navigating any 
financial issues that hop in the way. 

With regards to Bungalow and its retail philosophy, 
Anna says that this is very much built on her 
desire to support local artists and designers and a 
commitment to stock as much locally made and 
designed product as possible.

“I am also passionate about the people I meet in 
this industry. I have the utmost gratitude for my 
regular customers – many who have supported the 
shop since we opened. Many are now friends and 
some are staff!”

Though not a huge fan of religiously following 
trends, Anna says she is awake to noticing what is 
new on the market and says that she is particularly 
partial to a resurgence of ceramics and textural 
layering with linen – especially the variety of luxe 
bed linen on the market. “I like to pick and choose 
from key trends and let them merge with favourite 
pieces and evergreen ranges. More often than not, 
trends emerge in either colour, texture or form.”

Anna does admit to a soft spot for styling with 
colour and at the moment is into mixing pastel 
pinks and peaches with forest green, orange with 
lilac, burgundy and pink, and mustard with soft 
blue. “Pink is a recurring favourite. I love pink.”

HOME STYLING TIP
Anna's top

“Try to style your space as though it were 
being photographed for a magazine. Take 
snaps from different angles on your phone 
and look for dead corners, poky small pieces 
causing clutter, visible cords and blank 
spaces. Work with height and scale and 
different textures so that when you enter 
the room your eye goes on a visual journey.”

Shop in store at 187 Booran Rd, Caulfield 
South, Melbourne.
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A R T I S T  P R O F I L E
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P R U D E N C E  C A R O L I N E
From small beginnings, growing up in Victoria’s coastal community of Jan 
Juc, artist Prudence Caroline hit her creative straps first with the makeup 
brush before discovering a colourful form of artistic expression on canvas 
and now textiles.

ARTIST PROFILE

While Prudence (Prue) says she had always 
harboured a passion for art, architecture, interiors, 
fashion, and all things beautiful, her practical 
nature didn’t allow her to fully explore her talent 
until she had studied and worked as a makeup artist. 
It was then that she started giving painting a little 
more attention and before long her pieces captured 
the admiration of family, friends and more notably, 
The Block’s Sky-High contestants Matt and Kim, 
along with Julia Green from Greenhouse Interiors.  

According to Prue, her abstract style has not always 
been so light and colour-filled. “At the beginning 
I would paint distorted figures and aim to shock. 
Now most of my drawings are in crayon, created 

with my little boy Teddy. As I’ve given more time to 
being creative, my creative muscle has grown.” 

While she says her style is not intended to be overly 
thought provoking, she does aim to make people 
happy; “It is very rewarding when my work makes 
people smile.” 

While there is no one specific thing that fires Prue’s 
creative passion, she admits having an “unhealthy 
love for beautiful things – from Italian designed 
furniture, Brazilian architecture and French fashion 
houses to wild coastal plants, fresh fruit at the 
store, a hot morning coffee, my pets and my 
biggest love, my little boy Theodore (Teddy). All 

these things make me happy, which I try to put into 
my work.”

Prue says, setting the scene as an artist is very 
important to her practice. “Before I start painting I 
need coffee, music and a beautiful candle. Often it 
takes me some time to disconnect from the world 
outside my studio. I’ve recently started painting 
on my studio armchair to get into my ‘arting’ 

CUSHION Prudence Caroline 
‘Sonny’ round cushion $99 
greenhouseinteriors.com.au

WALL HANGING Prudence Caroline ‘The Big Top’  
wall hanging $229 greenhouseinteriors.com.au
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ARTIST PROFILE

headspace! I don’t work to a design specifically. I 
always start a piece by picking two to three colours 
and build from there. One piece is constructed over 
many layers, with lots of drying time in-between. 
This, and the use of some different mediums, help 
me create texture. I like to leave some negative 
space, although sometimes it’s hard to know when 
to stop.”

While art is a prime influence in her life, it is 
something everyone can enjoy – irrespective of 
whether they are creative or not. “Walking into a 
home, you can tell a lot about someone by the art 
on their wall. Our home has an eclectic mix of work 
my husband and I have collected over the years.  
Together, they build a little story about our life and 
remind us of different points in our relationship. I 
use art as an endless source of inspiration to inspire 
creativity and meditation. Art is more than what 
dresses our walls. It is music, buildings, gardens, 
nature and food.”

prudencecaroline.com.au

@mynebyprudencecaroline
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Add life and a sense of calm to your home with 
a beautiful ‘shelfie’ of delicate trailing greenery 
like this one from Ivy Muse. Ivy Muse co-owner, 
Alana Langan, says they took their design to the 
next level with steel brackets (that attach to 
the wall invisibly) and Victorian Ash timber. “The 
timber features an inbuilt pot hole, porcelain pot 
in two colours, and grooves for displaying art and 
can be easily flipped so the pot sits to the right 
or the left,” she says. For hanging varieties, Alana 
suggests Chain of Hearts, Crimson Queen Hoya 
and Monstera Adansonii (Swiss Cheese Vine). Pair 
with some fuller bodied plants with height such 
as Parlour Palm or Cacti for balance.

SHOP THIS LOOK Ivy Muse plant 
shelf with brass-plated brackets and 
porcelain pot $440 ivymuse.com.au

THIS PHOTO PHOTOGRAPHY MARTINA GEMMOLA  /  STYLING RUTH WELSBY  /  DESIGN CANTILEVER INTERIORS

Bride and Wolfe blush circle with white lower shelf 
and grey upper shelf $329 brideandwolfe.com.au

‘Peggy’ modular pegboard $195 nathanjac.com.au

H + G Designs ‘Skinny’ shelf with black 
leather straps $155 cranmorehome.com.au

MORE SHELVES >

shelf life 1

KITCHEN SHELVES
Travis Dean, Director of Cantilever Interiors, 
says that when creating this open-plan kitchen 
for a young family, the addition of an island 
bench and shelving were distinct points of 
difference that worked well on both a practical 
and creative level.  

According to Travis, integrated shelving is a 
signature design element that provides display 
space for clients to add personality, in this case, 
by way of plants and ceramics. The shelving is 
made from Hoop Pine plywood and finished in 
a water-based lacquer. 

“Cantilever is a strong advocate of indoor 
greenery! Plants are living sculptures; they 
add interest, intrigue and harmony to a living 
space. We love the huge variety in size, colour 
and form.”

case study:

WITH PLANTS

From closed terrariums to clever shelving, 
geometric stands and designer pots, Adore 
Home shows you how to choose, display 
and maintain healthy botanicals inside your 
home with stylish effect.

DECORATING WITH PLANTS
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The Balcony Garden ‘Jitt’ pot in concrete 
grey from $69 thebalconygarden.com.au
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In 2016, it is all about the greenery and bringing 
the outdoors in, albeit stylishly. Anna Harrison 
has delivered the perfect solution by way of 
contemporary garden pots designed to showcase 
the beauty of botanicals. 

According to Anna, while her business, The Balcony 
Garden, aims to be at the forefront of design trends 
with pots in new styles and finishes, it is the quality 
that they have concentrated on most to ensure their 
products stand the test of time. “A lot of time and 
effort is spent not only sourcing the right products 
but also quality checking every one of our pots.”

From a curatorial perspective in terms of the best 
way to display pots, Anna says exercising restraint 
with ‘less is more’ is the golden rule every time. “I 
always suggest grouping pots in clusters of three, 
generally in similar shapes but various sizes and 
heights. If space is tight and you only have room for 
one pot then I suggest ‘bigger is better’.”

For creating a gorgeous succulent bowl, Anna 
says their Frankie ‘Mini Flying Saucer’ works well – 
alternatively something small and shallow with a 
maximum diameter of 30cm. 

“You’d be surprised how many plants you can fit into 
one bowl. Typically, we allow for 10-12 depending 
on the shape and size of the plant. Use the 
traditional succulent species Echeveria available 
from most nurseries. The great thing about 
succulents is they multiply and transplant easily.”

plant pots

THIS PHOTO + TOP RIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY HANNAH BLACKMORE

Design Twins x Ivy Muse 
‘Harlequin’ pot from $150 
designtwins.com

DECORATING WITH PLANTS

2
SHOP THIS LOOK The Balcony Garden ‘Muffin 
Top’ pot in charcoal and ‘Jitt’ pot in charcoal grey 
thebalconygarden.com.au

Bloomingville ceramic flowerpot in 
sky blue $33 clickonfurniture.com.au

MORE POTS >

Ceramic llama planter (small) 
$79 westelm.com.au

Capra Designs ‘Shimmer’ pot 
$59 capradesigns.com
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hanging around
3

Avid design lover, Trista Patris (pictured) has 
used her plant life to great sculptural effect by 
opting for an attractive hanging display in her 
apartment kitchen, where space was limited. 
Trista made sure to choose a low maintenance 
plant that still looked healthy and full with 
beautiful draping tendrils.

“I love greenery indoors and when I purchased 
the hanging macrame holder, I knew I needed to 
be creative in making it work.”

Her decision to hang a plant and fruit bowl 
was not only a winning choice from a practical 
perspective but aesthetically pleasing as well.

terrariums4
Terrariums have been enjoying a renaissance 
in recent years and quite rightly so – making a 
wonderful addition to any room. Clea Creagan of 
Miniscapes says that nature has a positive effect 
on our wellbeing and irrespective of whether it’s 
a home or office, everyone can benefit from being 
close to plants.

Miniscapes specialises in exactly that – bringing 
people closer to nature through the creation and 
design of terrariums, indoor gardens and more 
recently, outdoor landscapes.

“I’ve always been into plants and design. One 
day I found a beautiful old book from 1975 about 
terrarium gardening and I was hooked. Our house 
soon became over-flowing with terrariums and 
this is how my business was born.” 

Clea says that a closed terrarium is the easiest to 
look after due to it being a sealed eco system. “A 
healthy balanced terrarium can go for years without 
water. Open terrariums require more maintenance as 
the moisture needs to be constantly replaced.”

Ivy Muse ‘Saturn’ hanger 
(pot sold separately) $130 
ivymuse.com.au

MORE PLANTERS >

Angus & Celeste ‘Classic 
Spiral’ planter in grey $99 
angusandceleste.com

Milk & Sugar ‘Ziggy’ small 
pot hanger in chalk (pot 
sold separately) $7.95 
milkandsugar.com.au

THIS PHOTO PHOTOGRAPHY HANNAH BLACKMORE  /  STYLING TRISTA PATRIS

OPPOSITE PHOTO PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O'BRIEN  /  STYLING ALANA LANGAN  /  INTERIOR DESIGN MICHELLE HART

Roar + Rabbit ‘Freeform’ 
terrariums, small $69 and 
large $99 westelm.com.au

DECORATING WITH PLANTS

Lightly leather hanger in 
nude with brass pot $189 
arrivalhall.com.au

B A R G A I N
F I N D ! 

U N D E R  $ 1 0 !
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SHOP THIS LOOK Ivy Muse 
‘Foundation’ plant stand in white 
$210 ivymuse.com.au

plant stands 5

‘Oasis’ planter pot on stand 
in white/natural $209 
ozdesignfurniture.com.au

Ferm Living plant box in black 
$399 designstuff.com.au

THIS PHOTO + TOP RIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O’BRIEN  /  STYLING ALANA LANGAN

Jacqui Vidal and Alana Langan (pictured left) are long 
time friends who decided to collaborate in bringing 
greenery indoors with their joint venture, Ivy Muse – 
the first botanical wares studio in Australia to create 
high-quality plant stands with a focus on design. 

The pair agree, there is nothing chicer or cheaper 
than adding life and style to a home than healthy 
plant life. What Ivy Muse specialise in is making sure 
your greenery is displayed in style.

According to Alana, plant stands really do what their 
name suggests by giving plants height but their magic 
lies in their ability to transform – from humble plant 
to decorative statement! “Plant stands suit a variety 
of spaces within the home – their use is mostly guided 
by the plants they support and how you would like to 
use them. If you need to brighten a dull corner, a plant 
stand with a hardy plant like a ‘Sanseveiria’ or ‘Cast 
Iron’ plant will do the trick well. For a brighter spot, 
you could choose a long trailing Devil’s Ivy or team 
your stand with a large lightweight pot and a Spath 
Sensation for maximum effect.”

Alana adds that apart from the obvious fact that 
greenery is beautiful and can improve the look and 
feel of a home, studies have shown plants offer many 
other health and wellness benefits including cleaner 
air and decreased stress levels – not forgetting, 
boosting creativity and memory retention. 

MORE PLANT STANDS >

Ivy Muse ‘Harlequin’ 
plant stand in limited 
edition sage (pot 
sold separately) $190 
ivymuse.com.au

Unearthed Garden plant 
stand in bronze olive $185 
and 320mm planter dish $149 
unearthedgarden.com.au

We honestly love ALL greenery but we have a soft 

spot for hanging plants like ‘Hoyas’ and ‘Devil’s Ivy’ 

which look great with our taller stands like ‘Willow’ or 

‘Foundation’. At the moment we’re loving the wintry 

vibe of ‘Rubber Plants’ atop our shorter stands like 

‘Cubby’ or ‘Chameleon’.

FAVOURITE BOTANICALS
Jacqui + Alana's
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